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THERE
a~e other scandals besides Rhodesia taking place in Elizabeth
Regina's Commonwealth of Nations; for example, last month's great
election fraud in Guyana. This was one issue, however, which was not even
:llluded to at the conference of the Prime Ministers in London. Mrs Indira
Gandhi is now going to have four full-fledged SeGretaries in her Ministry of
External Affairs; in the image of the USA, a Division of Policy Planning is
being set up. There is no dearth of advisers for her; New Delhi's little
village literally swarms with instant experts who can pontificate for hours on
end on how to checkmate China in South Asia, or which anti-Ayub retired
military figure to sympathise with surreptitiously in Pakistan. In London,
Mrs Gandhi found her voice all right when it was a question of extricating
Mr Harold Wilson from uncomfortable cross-examinations; on Rhodesia,
her voice, was curiously-or perhaps not so curiously-muted.
And so far
as, the outrage in Guyana goes, it was both her obligation and her prerogative to demand satisfaction. She however decided to stay miles away from
the problem.
.
Mrs Gandhi cannot pretend that she is unaware of the facts. In the
December election Mr Cheddi Jagan's People's Progressive Party obtained a
plurality over Mr Burnham's National Party if only the votes cast in Guyana
are considered. But the thoughtful Mr Burnham had earlier in the season
rammed through a special piece of legislation whereby overseas Guyanese
became eligible-to v<?tefor the first time. Out of 36,000 votes allegedly cast
by these "expatriates, Mr Burnha,m-what a wonderful thing-captured
more
than 35,000, and this superb sleight of hands allowed the National Party to
squeak past the People's Progressive Party, and claim a majority in the legislature. Investigations, sponsored by organisati<?ns almost equidistant from
the two parties, have revealed the wobbly nature of Mr Burnham's overseas
electoral roll : sample surveys have shown that it mostly consisted of fictitious names with fictitious addresses. Had he wanted, Mr Burnham could
perhaps have secured each of the 36,000 votes listed in the expatriate roll;
there is no question that the" entire thing was doctored as part of a big
<;trategy to prevent Mr Cheddi Jagan's return to power.
" Certainly in this conspiracy, the Government of the United Kingdom
was a participant, and the U.S. admInistration had benignly looked on
while it was being hatched and put into operation.
On issues touching

Wind

J

colonial interests-and
may be on
,Prevailing
other issues as well-Conservative
and Labour regimes in Britain are
technical identities. It was with the
"Many Europeans, communists and
active support of the Labour Party non-communists alike, are beginning
that Mr Duncan Sandys had, as Colo- to look forward to".the day when all of
nial Secretary, arranged to change Europe will function as a single tradGuyana's electoral system from a sim-. ing unit, permitting a new and more
pIe majority to one featuring propor- rational division of labour between
tional representation, since the latte! East and West". So wrote an editor
offered a greater chance to stifle the of Newsweek. Developments during
People's Progressive Party, which the last two years do support this optilargely -reflected the sentiments and mism.· There has been a large number
points of view of the Indians, the lar- of agreements for joint East-West vengest population group in the country.
tures, partnership and licensing as well
But what a pity, PPP also happens as for the delivery of cOlilipleteplants.
to have a rather strident socialist out':- The most' common practice is for
look. So out it has to go and it has Western firms to supply technologici:1l
to stay out. Besides, Mr Burnham has know-how and machinery, while the
promised the Americans a permanent communist partner .provides the site,
military base, from where it will be plant and cheap labour., PrO'fit is
easy to watch-or,
as the occasion shared 50-50. More than 150 plants
arises, discipline Cuba's flank. By are now being built in Eastern Europe
hook or by crook Mr Burnham must and Russia by Western capitalist
be kept permanently in P9wer:; if de- firms. Italian Olivetti, said to be the
mocratic processes have to be tinkered Sovi~t Government's adviser on mewith for the consummation of the ob- chanization and automation of office
jective, ah, well, all is fair in love and procedures, has been given a $150
war and the suppression of totalitarian million contract for trimming the
communism. And. if the majority in Russian bureaucracy.
Guyana are to be deprived of their
True to the Marxist vision of interinherent right to rule their own coun- national division of labour, Russia
try, the fault is theirs, they had no while perfecting the Lunik and Venus
business in the first place to succumb ~acecraft, has handed over the job
to the charms of Cheddi Jagan.
of manufacturing cars to Italy's Fiat.
At the Prime Ministers' Conference, . Under a $890 million deal Fiat is
Mrs Gandhi had both the time and the building a 730,000 car-a-year plant at
confidence to remonstrate with Kenya Togliattigrad. The World Bank has
on the treatment being meted out to released a record loan to Fiat to enIndian traders, a thoroughly unworthy able it to carry out this venture. The
lot, whose unscrupulous exploitation loan has rep0'rtedly been granted witp.
of the Ibcal population in the past is the noble purpose df strengthening the
the reason for the current mood of bridge between the East and West.
revulsion against Asians in general in (Incidentally, had it anything to\ do
many African countries. But capitalists with the World Bank President Mcand traders Ibelong, Mrs Gandhi can Namara's
red-carpet
treatment
in
plead for them. Cheddi Jagan is a Moscow? )
different proposition; he is a socialist,
In their urge to 'develop' Russia the
he is also supposed to be an admirer Kremlin does not want to / leave any
of China and Cuba; such men are stone unturned. After considerable
dangerous. Mrs Gandhi cannot speak I wooing the Japanese have recentiy
in his support;
India will con- agreed on a deal to develop the vertinue to remain indifferent even as gin timber land of eastern Siberia.
expatriate Indians get gradually deci- Under the terms of the contract the
mated in a country where they consti- 'Japanese will provide $163 million
tute the majority. You see, the Ame- worth of lumber and road-building
ricans too hate Jagan's guts and we equipment on a credit basis to develop
have to be pragmatic in such matters. timber areas. They will also provide
2

(

the consumer goods for Russian work- ~
men to be employed in the lumber
camps. The Russians will pay the
Japanese in logs from the new lumber
areas. InspiJ:.ed by this agreement
"heralding an era of Japanese co-operation" the Soviet Minister of Foreign ,
Trade, Mr Nikolai S. Patolichev, has
been 'pressing Japanese industrialists to
invest in and offer credits for the development of Siberian natural gas
fields. The Japanese are -however
more interested in Siberian coal, cop-_
per and Ural oil. One of the reasons
JI
why the \ Japanese investors are still ••
dragging their feet is that Siberia being aJ labour-exodus area, they w6uld
not get cheap labour. They are ready
to invest In spite of all such problems
only if Russia cedes to Japan the
Kurile Islands. It remains to be seen
how far the Russians can go in order
to 'develop' their country.
There is, however, a lurking suspicion that the bait of Siberian raw
material held before the Japanesecapitalists has not only economics but
some politics behind it. As one Harvard Sovietologist has pointed out,
"Quite nervous about China in Asia
and Chinese claims against Soviet'
Siberian cities like Khabarovsk, the
Russians would like to see China
blocked by a strong Japan that has
good relations with the Soviet Union;
they would also like to see China'
confronted by intensely developed and
well protected Soviet Siberian cities
and frontiers." So, Soviet Marxist
pundits should stop grumbling that
Mao's dictum 'East wind prevails over
, West wilTd' is devoid of class content.
The direction of the wind after all has
changed.

Boycotting Examinations
I

The decisio~ of West Bengal,.
college lecturers to boycott examinations this year has produced one
.favourable reaction. T~
Governor
has agreed to bring one gr~up of lecturers, earlier left out, within he purview of the UGC recommende, ~
scales. The worth of his cavalif;~ ~
nouncement on election-eve is highly
(
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doubtful though. He has not obtain- well. They pride 'themselves on being
lion tonnes. In the 1950s when we
ed the concurrence of the Union Mi- the builders of the nation, without reahad .a, ~un of good' harvests, food imnistry for the expenditure which is to lising the, nature of the upheaval that
'ports were brought down to an anbe substantially met by the Centre. j:he building of' an under-developed
nual average of approximately 1 milThe decision to boycott examinations country, left at the mercy of petty
lion tonnes during 1954-56. Even if
however is believed to stand, for the politicians, means. Unfortunately the
we concede that government stocks
major demand of the lecturers, uniform 'lecturers in West Bengal have not
have been completely exhausted durpay scale for all, i~ yet unmet. .
shown much enthus~asm when an issue ing the recent droughts, it cannot be
The lecturers in West Bengal may other than the increase of their own
claimed that the gap between domeshave by now learnt, although reluctant- pay is· in dispute.
tic production and demand has bely, that militant steps such as bOYFotcame wider as compared with the
ting examinations do pay. One such
position in the mid. 1950s.
step two years ago secured for thelll\.
the UOC rpay scale, which however
If the government really believes in
took two years to be implemented,
the 'green revolution', it ought to exafter a series of bureaucratic bluffing. A correspon.dent writes:
pect a rising tI;end in food production,
There were many even then and there
Even if we have it brief spell of stagare many now among leciurerswho
The 'Outlook for the Indian econation in agricultural production,
considered such threats, so far resort- nomy, we are told, has considerably
again assuming the 'green revolution',
ed to by bodies like trade unions, be- . brightened. Our· rulers are quite sure
the surpluses in the good year Would
neath their dignity. They consider that the recession in the Indian ecobe sufficient to meet the deficits in
themselves not wage-earners
but n9my is a thing of the past; at worst
the lean years. Unless the governmembers of a self-less vocation. there are' a few "pockets where it still
ment attaches a high probability to
Many of them have dissociated them- lingers".. The confidence of the inthe recurrence of drought on the scale
selves from the WBCUT A resolutions dustrialists also seems to have been
witnessed recently for two or more
and actions. The strength of their revived. After all, 1968 was a "good
years in succession i.(! the immediate
conviction however has remained un- year f9r the share market", the Ecofuture (a step which not only does
tested; they protest, knowing well that nomic Times' index of equities having
not have any a priori justification but
.the majority of lecturers in West Ben- . recorded the greatest advance since
would also show that the government's
gal would certainly go forward mili- 1962. Even though there may be a
faith in future prosperity i~ not as firm
tantly and secure some benefits from bit of electioneering in the continuous'
as it gives out), the government does
whjch ultimately they, the protesters, harping on the theme- of prosperity,
not need huge imports to build up
would not be excluded.
one has to admit that things now
buffer stocks. The plea that a high
Any protest action by the suffering are not as bad as they were two or
level' of imports would help to impart
teachers is welcome. But at the three years ,ago.
great~r manoeuvrability in making
same time, they should make it
;purchases within the country cannot
clear to themselves that their deCertain doubts, hpwever, remain
be accepted particularly when the
mand for revised pay scales has little to be clari'fied. Any ~ssessment of.
FCI is reportedly unable to cape with
to do with improvement of education . the future prospects of the economy
the huge offers of grain from produin the country. For one thing, such, has to be based an an analysis of curcers in some areas. Indeed, if the
marginal increases in pay will not in- rent trends and expectations regard-rising trend irt food production contivite qualitatively different lecturers to ing its future performance. These in
nues, the ,problem would be not one
college campuses. For another, even turn would imply certain comses of
~f coping with the post-harvest rush
if it does-and some university and action and rule out some others. Are
of s~le offers (at worst a short-run
college le~turers are unquestionably those who talk of prosperous times
problem which can be ' tackled with
fit for their job-the possi5ility_of im- -ahead acting i~, a manner. one would
proper organization of resources), but
.I?rovement in education will still be expect from p.eople' holding such
one of sustaining the trend by ensurnil. The reasons for the stagnancy are views? \
ing
the profitability of improved meall too well known; bias on annual 'Or
thods
of prod,uction in agriculture.
terminal
examinations,
curriculum
A decision tha(needs some expla- The moral is not that one should be
which is a legacy from the colonial era, nation is that of continuing food imand the strange situation in which poor ports under PL 480 on a fairly large alarmed by the fact that post-harvest
prices in the open market are now
stude~ts .oin classes to qualify them- scale. Under an· agreement concludselves r jobs which for most do not ed recently India wiIl import 2.3 much lower a.s compared with the abexist It wauld have been befitting the million tonnes of wheat from the normal heights reached in the previous
.le Luers if they resorted to such mili- . United States, though it is hoped that year, but that the government cannot
t actions like boycotting examina- food outpUt may even exceed the pre- justify large-scale food imports if it
tio s on these other campus .issues as vious year's record level of 95.6 mil- eB'ects the rising trend in food production to cantinue.
J

"A Good Year"

gress. But it so happened that while
Mrs. Gandhi emerged stronger factionally, Mr. Kamaraj could not win
his own State for the C0ngress.
Mr Nijalingappa has his own equations both with Mr. Kamaraj anq Mr.
S.. K. Patil and the Syndicate is thus
FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT
revived in a new form, with greater'
capacity
for manoeuvre. A Cabinet
bizarre permutation of incipient Mr. Morarji Desai's sparse faction in
reshuffle'
is
likely to be forced on Mrs
Nadar casteism and an anti- 1966. In 1967, the Syndicate and the
power backlash s~ept' Mr Kamaraj two all-India factions combmed and Gandhi soon after the mid-term, e1ec- .
atop the poll in Nagercoil. With there was nobody to fight the combina- .tions. Any reshuffle should come before the budget session of Parliament ~
Mr Kamaraj's return, a new factor .tion. \
enters the power structure in New
The Syndicate is a power factor still. begins on February 17. Meantime,
Delhi.
It will be more so with the return of another leader, Mr. K. D. Malaviya
In 1967, three of the party strong- Mr Kamaraj. But Mr Kamaraj would who has been in the wilderness "since
men who had stage-managed Mrs be committing a big mistake if he his ouster from the Nehru Cabinet
Gandhi's
'succession
earlier-Mr
allows himself to be talked into joining hopes to rehabilitate himself by winning
Kamaraj, Mr Atulya Ghosh and Mr the Cabinet. Anything from a Minis- the Phulpur Lok Sabha seat and possiS. K. Patil-were
defeated and she tershiJp without portfolio, Home Minis- bly, e'1tering the Cabinet. Mrs. Gandhi
could claim that the people backed her tership and a. Soviet-style .Second might see some advantage in reviving
and not those who had backed her. Deputy Prime Ministership or one that quantity called the "Leftist" or
She thought she was the Prime Minis- parallel to Mr. Morarji Desai's is being "progressive _Congressman".
. The new equation 'between the
ter in her own right with the defeat suggested by the special correspondent
CPI
(M) and the Congress that emerof the strongmen. .
tribe here.
But Mr. Kamaraj's
ged
at Nagercoil is signi'ficant. The
Mr. Kamaraj is the tfirst State satrap manoeuvrability will be. lost the
CPI(M)
leadership is hard Iput to exto have rehabilitated himself politically moment he enters the Cabinet. Mrs.
after the 1967 election defeat. .Mr. Gandhi will so reshuffle the Cabinet plaining the shrinkage of .the partY's
Patil's fortunes' depend on the outcome that Mr. Kamaraj would find himself vote in the contest. It polled some 30
of the election petition against Mr. out-voted on any policy issue and once per cent of what it' polled in 1%7 in
George Fernandes while Mr. Atulya the Cabinet takes decisions, he would spite of the CPI's support this time. It
Ghosh can hope for rehabilitation only have to defend them. On the other 'is possible that in a prestige contest,
if the Congress wrests power in West hand, if he stays out of office and heads the uncommitted anti,Congress vote
Bengal in the mid-term elections.
a pressure group, he would be more which went to the CPI (M) last time
With Mr Kamaraj's return, the one- successful. The Syndicate seems to went to the candidate who had a greater
faction Government Mrs. Gandhi has hope that Mrs. Gandhi could be top- chance. against Mr Kamaraj. But that '
been running with abandon would have pled before 1971, in which 'caSe a d.oes not explain everything. . The CPI
to end. The Syndicate thinks Mr. Kamaraj waiting in the wings could be looks visibly annoyed that. the CPI (M)
Kamaraj's entry into the Cabinet would put up as the Syndicate's nominee for was closer to the Congress in N agercoil
than the CPl.
make Jor some kind of bifactionalism succession.
.
at the top but then it is'a gamble once
Mr. Kamaraj has been an over-rated
again. For, in 1967 the discredited strong man all the time. The ingenuous Trade Union
run1p calle<:l;the Syndicate thought it plan which takes his name was in fact
An indication of a coming political
was achieving exactly tha,t by imposing the innovation of Mr. Biju patnaik detente was available here last week
Mr. Morarji Desai on the Central Cabi- . though it ws. announced through Mr. when the. executives of -the all-India
net. Now Mr. Desai is the best sup- Kamaraj to give ,it a certain stature. trade union organisations (which were
porter Mrs. Gandhi can think of.
At best he has been a slick operator the front organisations of various nonWhat is overlooked in the current who can handle the party machinery. Congress parties) was held in New
political calculations is the fact that Before he became the Chief Minister of Delhi. The immediate result of this
only Mrs. Gandhi aud Mr. Morarji Madras- in 1954, his sole political conference was the dissolution of the
Desai have all-India factions while achievement was his elimination of National Co-ordinating Committee set
other leaders control only State parties Mr. C. Rajagopalachari from the up in the wake of the Central Governor the dominant factions in the States. Pradesh Congress leadership. .
ment employees' strike. At st week's
The Syndicate is a power factor at the
In 1966-67, Moscow thought that' conference it was found that e HMS
Centre as a result of the vertical inter- even if Mrs. Gandhi was politically (led by PSP) did not favour 'ai., perlocking of State level factions: The defeated in the general e1ectioi.1S,Mr. manent co-ordinating committee nd '
Syndicate together with Mrs Gandhi's Kamaraj would still be a strong man , was content to have a temporary •.•.
la
own all-India faction prevailed over arid Madras was still safe for the Con- chinery until the charter of de ands
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The Strongman Returns

A

was !presented on May 1. There were preparation for a dial9gue 'and no home
many issues of difference. While work has been done. If by any chance
the AITUC
has, boycotted the China says it is ready for a, dialogue
National 'Labour
Commission,. it New Delhi would look ridiculous. Ori
has nQ objection to participating the other hand, some work seems to
RAM]!
in the Standing Labour Committee have been done on Pakistan as evident
and the Indian Labour
Confer- from the proposals spelt out last week
ence. No central trade union prga- for some, joint machinery.
THE
Tellichery and Pulpalli incinisation is boycotting all the three, "
dents have been twisted by all
which means they still want to have Tashkent'
.
.
sections, 'progressives and reaction atheir line to the Government ope,n.·
Ironically, the proposals came on the ries alike, to a fantastic extent. Right
And when it was demanded at the con- Tashkent anniversary which went prac- from the start the police action was
ference that opposition to automation tically unnotic~d in ,New Delhi, with curious and it Qecame curio user as it
~ should be one of the points in the mass not even that coterie of fellow-travel- developed. Strangely enough, under a
petition for May 1, the AITUC opposed. lers called the ISCUS to knock together United Front Government, the police
it. It was generally found that the a meeting. And the third anniversary took along with them 'correspondents
Hind Mazdoor Panchayat (SSP-led) also witnessed the virtual death of the of the two leading language papers
,had a more militant attitude to trade Tashkent agreement. For India's pro- which are anti-communist and every
union struggles than the AITUC or the posals implied the €?limination of direct . detail of police tracking, capture etc.
UTUC.
or indirect Soviet presence which made were flashed in these papers and reWhat became certain at the confe- the Tashkent agreement possIble.
ports resembled front-line despatches.
rence was that no single central organiMrs. Gandhi's new offensive c:an be More strange is the fact that the police
sation could d6 anything in the country termed at best an exerCise in indepen- gave these «orrespondents access to the
by itself. So some of them, like the dence, which indeed would embarrass case diaries and' obligingly dressed and
AITUC, want to have joint action with the Soviet Union. Though the Russians undressed and fancy , dressed Ajitha,
others but are not willing to embarrass have been pressing for a settlement on especially, for pho~ogra.phs. The pubthe Government at the Centre or the Kashmir, they would not like the way licity ballyhoo was unprecedented. in
United Front Governments of the pre- she is going about it without Soviet the local Press and even Mr A. K.
- sent or the future.
'Iparticipation..
Gopalan, M.P., said he was mystified
But come to think of it, almost all
But it is significant that the Pakistani over these irregular proceedings by
the major mass actions like the UP. Press has been emphasising that, "the the police.
.
teachers' strike, the NGO strikes in President of Pakistan has already.
The papers twist.ed and' tortured the
various States and the abortive Central offered to sign a no-war pact with India facts to suit their slant and the two
Government employees' strike were not if India could evolve machinery to communist parties also played a role
fought at the instance of any of the settle the Kashmir dispute to the satis- that matched the best etIorts of the
-central trade union organisations but in faction of all the concerned parties/'
reactionaries.
slpite of the.m. The Jana Sangh's potenThe reference to "all the concerned
The latest disclosure has come as a
tialities on the trade union front have parties" could only mean that Pakistan 'bombshell.' The Marxist party has
not been recognised by. the Left parties. has a third party in mind, possibly evidently used the Blitz Staff CorresIt is the party of the future among the China, because areas in Ladakh are pondent in Kerala to plant a fabricagovernment employees in the Hindi belt Ipart of the Sino-Indian border dispute. ted story in Blitz dated December 21.
and the Left will be nowhere in the This underlines the 'new complication
In this front-pager, the staff correspicture because it is now quibbling in the Kashm~r issue which was absent pondent claims that he was the only
about united front at the top while the in 1947. fndia would like to accept the one who had the opportunity to meet
Jana Sangh is I building itself up as a fact that China is also involved in the Ajitha in jail and obtain . an exclutrade union-oriented party in wqrking- Kashmir issue now. The Soyiet I?res- sive "confession" from her. The con- ,
class areas from below. The BharaJiya sure.on India is to settle' with Pakistan fession, so called, is an abject stateMazdoor Sangh is the organisation to . under Soviet guidance of sorts so that "ment by Ajitha in which she has conwatch in the coming months.
the Ladakh issue could still be a demned herself and the movement and
Mrs. Gandhi's hint of a dialogue matter of dispute be~we~n India expressed regret for it ..
with China, as reported in this column and/or Pakistan and China which
It has now come out that the story
last week, does not mean anything would -ensure a continued Asian ,?on~ is a fabrication. Ajitha ha:s preferred
tangible, after all. In fact there is no. frontation.
,
an appeal to the Kerala High Court,
FRo~rI' ER .
'1 hI
Cocktai~ piece: Soviet journalis~~ in praying that. adion may be taken
IS aVaI} e from
New DelhI have renamed the comblOa- against the paper and its staffer for
CE.
RAL NEWS AGENCY
tion Americans call "Bloody Mary" contempt of court. She states that
~90
Co~naught
Place
(vodka and tOmato juice) "Naxalite." ,she "vehemently denies having given
[1t.~V
DelhI-I
January 12,1969
any interview to the Blitz correspon-

After Pulpalli : The
Frame-Up

FRONTIER
appealed to the public for help to ~
dent or any other correspondent" and Kutty, has stated· 'categorically that
'fight
their case.
,
adds that this has been wilfully publi- Ajitha, Mandakini and others were
An
interesting
sidelight
is the role
shed to prejudice' her case. She is cruelly beaten up by the police and
,of the right CPI. When they set up
that
one
Sankaran
Master
belonging
to
also planning to file a case with the
the Defence Council at Calicut in
District Magistrate, 'Calicut, for defa- the group is now in llOspital swathed
December it was resolved to request
mation, against the palper and its in plaster with most. of his ribs and the Government to treat the culprits
other bones broken.
staffer.
as 'political prisoners: But it is interMr Mayan Kutty, Ajitha's advoesting that the party has not done any~
cate, has stated that he himself made Letters
enquiries at the jail and learnt to his
From the letters sent by Kunnikal thing about it. It has not breathed a
full belief that Ajitha had no~ been Narayanan, 'K. P. Narayanan, Ajitha single word about it even in the Aspermitted to grant any such interview and Mandakini to the advocate, which sembly so far.
Philip in a letter dated 27.12.68
and that such interviews with the Press were personally vyrified by me, it is,
said:
"The CPI is helping and supare not permissible under prison rules. evident that they are bitterly against
porting
a government which is treat,These
being the facts, it is fairly the Right and Left CPI and also
ing us so mercilessly and on the other
certain that the 'story was planted against the breakaway group led by
with ulterior motives to discredit the K. P. R. Gopalan and otbers. They hand they come to us pretending they
,extremists who were causing such a are con1fident that sooner or later the are concerned over our fate and want
headache to the Marxists: It is not movement set afoot ,by them would to help us. This is out and out chadifficult to presume that the story re- prevail. And they have spurned the racteristic of the dishonesty of the
flects the' official Marxist line. The efforts of the Defence Council set up party." .
The Congress and recently the
corr~spondent is mOre than a corres- by the Right CPI. An extract 'from a
Congress President have been seeing
Ipondent. For, he was one of the band- letter from Mandakini dated 3.1.69
picKed few who were allowed to parti- - states: "In my opinion' the leftists, a Pulpalli in every nook and corner of
,cipate as an observer in the delegat- ,the rightists and others all belong to Kerala. Nijalingappa's utterances and
threats of take-over, (at Trivandrum)
es session of the 8th Congress of the the same flock. The Marxists have
Marxists at Ernakulam. Surely a rare proved it by their Eighth Party Cong- would .discredit a Shiva Sena leader
,even. And the slogans of his fol-,
privilege when Marxists were shying ress and the role of, the Right has
lowers ,during the rally at Trivandrum
at every. shadow. Secondly, it is learnt been revealed in the transport strike."
that he travelled with the Marxist Ph'lip in a letter states: "When hard-' tell their own tale: "We are ruled by
a dirty Brahmin (E.M.S.) and a dirty.
Minister in charge of Jails, Mr Imbi- ened politicians like K. P. R. Gopalan
Muslim (Imbichi Bawa) from Malachi Bawa, to Calicut when the Minis- and Right CPI are involved we 'are
bar. Thugs and dacoits are in charge
ter visited the jail.
not interested in s~ch (.legal) help."
The Minister gave, out a statement In another letter Mandakini reveals of the Government." These were the
refuting the stories that Ajitha and that she has written to L;llit Chari, the style and spirit of . the slogans. And
Nijalingappa ca1pped the crazy pattern
others had been manhandled by the son of A. S. R. Chari of Bombay, to
when .he gave a very, very good chit
police. Ajitha's advocate, Mr Mayan 4elp them legally. All along their
stand has been that th~y would glad- to the Right CPI, during his Press
ly accept help ~rom professional advo- conference at Trivandrum.
The Congress is straining at the
cates anp the public and from the proleash
ready to snap up power the mofessional politicians. The spirit in all
A.1. E.
the letters is at direct variance with ment it is taken from the United Front
the alleged, "confession" published in and the heroics of Nijalingappa and.
ASSOCIATED INDIAN ENTERPRISES
his open threat haye ,come as a shot
Blitz.
•
PRIVATE lTD
It i,s interesting to note that they at in the arm for the Congress to mount
first refused the offer of help from an open campaign of rowdyism and
Are
their presehtadvocate, Mayan Kutty, anarchy. Since the Congress cannot do
LEYLAND MAIN DEALERS
thinking that he belonged to the De- any wrong, the resultant disorder
for
fence Council. Later when they knew would be blamed on the UF, particuhe was acting on his own, as a pro- larly, the Marxists. However, there is
WEST BENGAL and BIHAR
fessional man, 'they accepted him. Mr not likely to be a take-over till the
CALCUTTA, SILIGURI, PATNA,
Kunnik~l Narayanan
has, issued a West Bengal elections are over.
RANCHI, MUZAFFARPUR
statement through his lawyer condemn- For FRONTIER
conta
ing the, efforts of the Right Commu- Shri PABITRA KUMAR.
225C Acharya Jagadish
nists and the K. 'P. R. Naxalites and
Bose Road,
Assam Tribune,
the inhuman attitude of the Marxists
Calcutta-20
towards thern. He h?s affirmed his Gauhati-3
./ confidence in their movement and has Assam .
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the fever is on.
SUDDENLY,
that the nominations have

Now
been
filed, accepted or rejected, the reality
of the imminence of the mid-term election can no longer be ignored. In
,contrast to [previous elections, the
campaign this time appears to be an
extremely short-term, extremely tame
affair. But maybe this is only taking
a grammatical view of the thing. In
a manner of speaking, the campaign
for the mid-term poll got started the
evening the United Front Ministry was
dismissed by 'the Governor, so that,
between the promise and the denouement, one can easily count ififteen long
months. By and large,_these have been
fifteen months of non-hajppenings in the
State. There have been deaths and
destruction, which have however added
nothing, contributed nothing. At one
. end, the young insurgents have shouted
themselves hoarse importuning fellow
citizens to forsake the parliamentary
path and the elections. At the other
end, a certain passivity has filled the
atmosphere. It has been next to impossible to dissect the quality of this
passivity, whether it conceals some
deeper stirrings underneath, or whether
it is passivity in the cloak of passivity
itself. This makes it immensely difficult to prognosticate with any conifidence on the prospects of the mid-term
poll. Beyond the urban fringe, how
much has been the impact of the
Naxalbari uprising and its aftermath?
How much will be the electorai pull
exerted by the peripheral groups which
pass under such diverse names as
INDF, Lok Dal, National Party of
Bengal and so on? What is one to
make of the much-trotted claim of a
shift in the predilections of the rural
masses away from the United Front
and back to the Congress?
And,
. finally, what will be the arithmetic of
the fact that the two anti-Congress
fronts oj 1967 are this time very much
togetp.:..:r,give or take the antics of such
cu~i(Jsitiesas the PSP and the SSP?
..'1 honestly do not know, and, at this
sta&e,
will be most reluctant to play the
I
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role of a soothsayer. I can merely
purvey the gossip that makes the
rounds and transmit the opinions of
other people. Nearly everybody is
agreed that it would be a matter of
considerable surprise if, despite Nagercoil, the Congress is able to better its
1967 performance on Febroary 9.
But then, whether the parties within
the United Front in their turn will be
able to match; or SUl1pass,their performance two seasons ago is also an equal
enigma. Maybe, in about a fortnight's
time, bits and pieces would tend to
fall jnto a pattern and one would be
able to infer a little more which way
the votes will divide. For the present,
I will allow myself the luxury of only
a marginal comment. Given the recent
mushrooming of new parties, the total
number of candidates contesting the
mid-term poll could well have registered a considerable increase over
1967. This has hardly come about.
Following the withdrawals, roughly
about one thousand-odd names are left,
in the field for the 280 seats; in the
fourth general election, the nl!-mber was
more or less the same. What has
merely happened is that the never-saydie- candidates, who_in other seasons
used to declare themselves as indepen-,
dents, have this time been able to
procure a party label. With so many
parties jostling against one another,
such labels are cheaper by the dozen.
I am sure the transactions have in all
cases been mutually advantageous, at
least in so far material gains are concerned.
This is one aspect of the matter
which is both saddening and infuriating. There is no question that dubious
funds have been put to work to multiply the number of candidates per
constituency and thus increase the con-,
fusion among~t the electorate. There
is no need to suggest that in all instances it is the Congi-ess which has
been instrumental in planting candidates who could split the United Front
vote. But certainly the source of inspirati9.~ . ap.d,.patronag~ . of the _more

blatantly jingo, outrageously chauvinist groups, which are attempting to
cash in on anti-Centre sentiments, is
very suspect. I would not at all be
taken aback if some of these elements
-so vocally ultra-Bengali-are in fact
subsidised by moneybags with domicile outside of this State:
if some
vaporous slogans could split the anticapitalist vote, never mind their content, why not sponsor on the sly such
slogans?
Much worse is the general
aura of the market" place which has
now descended on the West Bengal
political scene. One could be haughty
twenty or thirty months ago and claim
that the purchase of legislators and
would-be legislators is the exclusive
vocation of /politicians in the nor~h
and north-western parts of the country; the conscientious and ideologi- _
cally devoted public men in this State
will never allow themselves to fall a
prey to such manoeuvres. This, alas,
was a tall claim, a premature claim.
The goings-on since July 1967 have
demonstrated that the scum in West
Bengal is qualitatively no .different
from the scum in the other parts of
the. country. You can buy legislators
here with as much ease as elsewhere;
you can offer a consideration and
spons!Jr men .to stand in an election,
or persuade them to stand down, here
as much as elsewhere. The general
decline in morality across-the-board
has left' none of us unaffected: West
Bengal is no island, whatever the ideologues might say, this State has beeR
/proven to be very much a part of
India.
What makes it inifinitely more galling is that in this progressive slide
towards corruption, those who shtmld
have been, ah, well, the standardbearers of high morality have proved
the worst of culprits. It is mostly-members of the academia who have
migrated to politics who have shown
that, at least so far as this State is
concerned, in the lack of moral scruples they will be hard to beat. It is
distasteful to name names. I can of
course mention the instance of Dr P.
C. Ghosh, but why pick him out
alone, there are several who can keep
him company. Many of these gentlem~n had, once upon a time, something
!
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university professors are invited to
to do with teaching and other educa- existing system, teachers and other such' commissions because of their
tional work:
they were respected, academic men are by and large out- alleged detachment and objectivity. I
much honour was bestowed on them side the power syndrome; conceivably, have however seen\many amongst them
by the masses, who had precious little a sense of deprivation keeps haunting succumbing to the lure dangled by
else to offer. In one's romantic mo- them. Thus, once they enter politics private business, and to give awards
ments, one could think that the entry -which, after all, is nothing if not favouring the latter; the considerations
of such persons into the political field an exercise in the objective Oy captur- behind such awards have been revealwould raise the quality of Ipublic life, ing and usil}g power-, they cave in ed only subsequently-such
as cushy
and would, to borrow Richard Nixon's to the attendant temptations much too jobs for their sons, or a post..:retireclicbe, add 'an extra dimension' to easily. It is the hangover of accumu- ment sinecure job even for themselves.
political activities. Precisely the con- lated frustrations which makes them
It is mostly men of this genre who
tray has taken !place. In this business anxious' to make a pile as quickly as are now crowding the fly-by-night par-..of defections and hire-purchase of possible, exploiting the advantage of ties which have sprung in recent
politicians, the teacher&-turned-politi- their proximity to power. It is a kind months. This statement of mine is
cians have played the most repulsive of windfall complex: garner as much statistically verifiable. Going through
as you can while the going is good, for
of roles.
it
cannot last for long. The fear of the list of candidates set Ulpby the
It would be said that I am being
different parties, it will be easy to disunfair to the academic community; the short-term overwhelms them; they cover that the concentration of teathat only a minuscle amongst the tea- are therefore Iprepared to. go to .any chers and ex-teachers is highest in
chers desert education to join the fray lengths, sell their conscience and mo- those parties whose declared goal is to
of politics; and that it is usually the rality, be a crook, a double-or triple':' cash in on the prospective legislative
shadier ones who cross over. All this crosser, all for a .mess of cash and' impasse in case neither the United
may well be true, but I have a feeling hardware.
FroDt nor the Congress is able to seSeveral academicians have behaved
tbat there could be quite another excure an absolute majority in the midplanation why academicians behave in an identical fashion even when they term !poll. Funnily enough, their very
so caddishly once they are in politics. have been called in by the Govern- hope of success rests largely on the
To seek !power is human; most people ment for special assignments, such as fact that they are carrying a large conNormally
are enamoured of power. In the serving as commissions.
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tingent of teachers and former teachers. There is the {phenomenon of a
cultural snobbery at work here. These
persons are assuming that the mere
fact that once upon a time they were
in the educational lfield would influence a section of voters to look
favourably towards their candidature,
allowing them to squeak through:
they may be crooks now, but they
were teachers once, so vote for them.
This brings me to my major assertion. Compare this sorry cross-section of turncoat educationists with the
ordinary run of party workers. A
large number amongst the latter gave
up studies during their late teens and
went to prison; some perhaJps pursued
their studies while behind bars, and
might have even sat subsequently for
one or two university examinations.
Their family life has been always near
to non-existent, for it has been a continuous cycle of leaving prison and
returning to prison at regular intervals
of two or three years. Many of them
are in their fifties and sixties; they
have nothing to look forward to at
this juncture of their career. Most of
them would now be confirmed in their
cynicism that the social revolution
they have been dreaming about for the
last thirty or forty years is as remote
as ever. They have witnessed too
the accentuation of ideological confusion within their ranks; former comrades have turned into sWOrnenemies.
All they can be proud of is their integrity and devotion to the cause. It is
again this sense of devotion which will
make them work between now and
the next three weeks, round the clock,
to ensure the victory of their parties'
candidates. Even if the mid-term
election is won, the precedent of
Kerala will tell them that there is
nothing particularly rosier to look forward too. They can sustain themselves only because they somehow retain the conviction that even if the
Revolution is not achieved during
their lifetime, there is still an inner
core of" satisfaction in living and
working and dying for an ideology.
Pardon mS"saying so, but it is theyand not the scab generation of teachers-who constitute the salt of the
earth.
JANUARY
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Polls: A'Preview
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pOPULAR
apathy towards the
imminent mid-term polls 'is as
marked as the mute yearning for stability. The vacuum and uncertainty
in the political life of the State4:hreaten
to stay \ put. Recent defections in
droves have depleted the parties.
The apish gambols of the SSP and
the J ana Sangh during their SVD rule
have helped the !JKD consolidate itself at their expense. The SSP, morbidly preoccupied with inner wranglings, has let go the chance to rally
the leftists round an agreed plank.
This was the only State party with
leftist inclinations of some major importance. The Jana Sangh which had
edged forward as a viable alternative
to the Congress in the last elections
has lost much ground. The CPI in
this mammoth State does not count
for much evep. though it may better its'
previous record. The decisive contestants, then, are the Congress and the
B.K.D. Without a formal alliance the
CPI, CP-M, and S~P have agreed not
to put up candidates against one another. This will help them all.
But the political weather vane
points to the Congress emerging as
the largest legislature party and the
BKD trailing it closely. So the country can expect some thrills from the
tricky job of government-mongering in
the State which had the decree from
destiny to supply India lwith Prime
Ministers. The BKD's surfacing as a
strong surrogate is an event of significance. Mr Charan Singh has impressed the rural vested interests, kulaks,
the cash-crop growers and their ilk.
Mr C. B. Gupta, famous as a fri'1fld
of the sugar barons and tycoons, has
forfeited their support. The BKD's
championship of kulaks and backward
communities spells its' popular charac,ler which is a development worth
watching. This is a strange mixtur€(,
but we too are a strange people. However, this will considerably erode the
position of the SSP, Jana Sangh and
the Congress. What is more, despite
his known caste affinities Mr Charan

Singh continues to be a magnet for alarge number of erstwhile Congressites. The ministe~ in the ill-starred
Gupta ministry of thirteen were all
banias of different descriptions except
only four. The State Congress boss,
Mr Tripathi, is a Brahmin. To Mr
Singh this has come handy. His antiCongress jehad is thus easily converted into an anti-"bania-Brahman nile,"
which he has pledged to end. They
are the bulls in the China-shop of
U.P., according to the BKD.
This explains his studious care in
putting up powerful candidates from
the backward classes against the
,Congress leaders. One example is
Mr Moti Ram Shastri, a former MLC
from SSP, poised against Mr Kamalapati Tripathi. An Ambedkarite Buddhist, he is aged 36. As if this was
not enough to give Mr Tripathi the
jitters, the SSP candidate in Chandauli,
Varanasi, ~r Chandra Shekhar Singh,
the sitting MLA, is someone to reckon with. Mr Tripathi may have to
change his constituency as Mr C. B.
Gupta did, swinging from Ranikhet to
Sarojininagar, Lucknow. Mr Gupta's
opponent in Ranikhet, Mr Govind
Singh Mehra, 35, locally quite influential, ha~ lost to Mr Gupta in the last
elections by a bare 70 votes.
The BKD hal! fielded in Saidpur,
Ghazipur, Mr Ram Prakash Chaube,
a local candidate with a caste weightage in 'his favour, against the former
Industries and Labour Minister from
SSP, Mr Prabhu Narayan Singh. To be
plain, the "determinant is either caste or
personal following in most cases. No
ideology is involved. Perhaps, that is
why the Congress took some time
to finali(le its n0minee for the Phulpur,
Allahabad, parliamentary seat vacated
by Mrs Vijayalakshmi Pandit. The
Congresss has been deeply undercut
by the BKD in the countryside. BKD
may not do so ·well in the urban areas.
The Congress is riven with dissensions, despite the in;1provised facade
of unity put up by Messrs Gupta and
Tripathi. The rank. and file remain
unconvinced and the animosities become quite articulate, if not always
aggressive. This is speeding up the
disintegration of the moribund party. \
But,. curiously, of all parties it is only
I
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The J ana Sangh has lost mueh of its mation of a Government and tben- tothe BKD, the alter-ego of the Congprimacy and some-of its popularity. wards keeping it alive. Defector darress, which has bene1fited most from
As a major constituent of the SVD lings are a sen,sitive species, fed only
the Congress debacle.
on baby-food called MONEY. Of
The failure of the SVD Govern- Government it betrayed itself as a re- this ample supply is assured of both
ment had led a push-back to the Cong- actionary party in its responses and the indigenous and imported varieties.
reflexes'. Mr Charan Singh, a rightist,
ress but this sleazy sentimen twent up
by himself would have committed
in smoke and the smeech fills the air
more-flagrantly the misdeeds of omiswhat with police atrocities in rural
sion and commission that the J ana
areas, teachers' strike, disaffected Government
employees,
organizational Sangh is regarded guilty of, perhaps a
little too harshly. By the people now.
N. -K. SINGH
splits and schisms, sugarcane growers'
know that if the Congress has not
hum for higher prices, student unrest
much use for socialism, the Jana
and the bureaucratic hauteur and
1."HE RSS is now-a-days very active
Sangh
has none whatever.
highhandedness under Governor's rule.
in Rancbi city wbere it bas
Besides, the RSS, a close cousin of
As if to complete the chaos, the list
S(hiva) S-(ena), the strong arm of the occupied parks; playground's, and
of Congress nominees includes feudal,
J ana Sangh, is succeeding supremely school grounds for daily shakhas. In
communal, capitalist climbers and
in scaring people away 'by its hooded the HEC tbe development of the RSS
parvenus. Sugar, industry and privy
Before tbe
Ku-Klux-Klanship. The business com- has been extraordinary.
purse lobbies have all their men in
communal
riots
there
were
only a few
munity, usually behind: the Jana Sangh,
the list. And overriding all is die
has not yet forgotten that the potter- members, but now in the HEC tbe
pervasive caste which will vitiate this
ing of the J ana Sangh leaders led to number of the "Swaymsewaks" is near
election in D.P. as it had never done.
Tbey attend tbeir
the fall of the SVD Government. For a three thousand.
Muslims /
shakhs
every
morning.
Tbe evening
With the Harijan votes predisposed recurrence of such instability they are classes are exclusively for children,
towards the BKD, it is natural for the not likely to bargain. So the gap, bet- who are under the special care of the
Congress to dither. The only hope, ween the current expectations and the RSS, as the German children were
the Muslims, have had their honey- coming achievements of the Jana under the special care of tbe Nazi
moon with the latter and their ;picnic Sangh is wider than it cares to realize. Youth Organisation.
On Sundays,
As no party is sure of returning
with the crassly communal Muslim
instead
of
bolding
tbeir
"sbakbas" at
Majlis and Jamat-e-Islami is over too. home a clear winner so as to form different places, they gatber in tbe
Muslims would: not have the Jana the Government on its own the newly HEC stadium for a common "shakha".
Sangh win. But they will not be happy discovered game of defections will be
Mr Chavan told tbe Rajya Sabba
with a Congress victory either. Any found quite relishing and remunera- that according to information received
secular party which can assure protec- tive. Mr C. B. Gupta and Mr C. from the HEC autborities, RSS "shation to their cultural identity, person Singh have got from their party candi- khas': are beld within the township of
and property, would command their dates guarantees' against defection. the Corporation, th~)Ughno permisvotes against, ;primarily, the Jana In vain.
It is a futile exercise guessing who sion bas been given for bolding such
Sangh, and, secondarily, the Congshakhas by the corporation authorities.
ress. They dread the bigotry of the among BKD, Jana Sangh, and the
, After the August 67 riots, the Mus-'
one and the betrayal of the other. It Congress bas a bigger kitty. The lim employees of the HEC were moved
is a pity the CPI or CP-M are preclud- Jana Sangb bas earmarked Rs. 1 into the "Artisan Hostel", for safety.
ed from cashing in on this sentiment. crore. Mr Gqpta's declared target is The HEC chairman beld consultations
This is a token of the overall bank- Rs. 75 lakhs, of wbich nearly Rs. 25 to persuade tbem to go back to tbeir
ruptcy of the left which neither could lakhs bave come from tbe sugar mill quarters. To give them security, it
Qwners and tbe rest from tbe industrial
inspire nor shore up the popular symand business bouses in Kanpur and was dedded tbat tbey sbould be given
ipathy in its favour.
,
a group of 100 houses on Site 5 of
The Congress promises a stable Calcutta. The gur and kbandsari in- Sector II, where there were already 40
terests
bave
liberally
endowed
tbe
Government, the BKD a "strong,
BKD. Industrialists bave given also houses that bad been vacated by them.
honest, stable and clean administraIf 50 to 60 more bouses could: be
tion."
The Jana Sangh having to tbe coffers of the BKD and tbe made available by the residents of the
Jana Sangh, besides that of the Congsqueezed the Cow and Hindi dry, now
ress.
The kulaks bave donated sump- locality, tbe management could arrange
gives a snide slogan: "work for every
tuously
to tbe election funds of ;per- for their accommodation. -The HEC
hand and water for every lfield." The
sons
and
parties of tbeir choice. Thus management desires to house tne MusSSP has grandiosely declared that it
lim employees in such a way as to
would abolish land revenue within the performance at tbe bustings will facilitate integration on tbe one band
not be handicapped for lack or leanthirty days of return to power. This
and create a sense of security on the'
is as amusing as its "no objection" to ness of funds.
Money would flow towards the for- otber.
alliance with Jana Sangh is alarming.
JANUARY 18,
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So a general appeal was issued by
the management to certain residents
of the township asking them to vacate
their houses purely on a volui1~ry
basis.
But the RSS and the Jana Sangh
spread rumours about a separate
concentration of Muslim employees.
They brought out a procession in the
HEC breaking Section 144, IPC. The
uproar continued throughout the day
and the night. Their food was supplied during this period of dharna by
the Ranchi seths.
The private sector fears socialism
above all things and believes that the
RSS is a safeguard of their vested
interests. The. HEC ex-chairman, Mr
K. D. Malaviya, took some measures
to establish communal amity in the
organisation. His various !programmes
to increase production have borne
some fruit.
Production of the machine plant as well as foundry and
machine tool. production has increased considerably. The RSS does not
like it and is trying to block progress.
RSS Training
The RSS trains its members through
parades, P.T., the use of lathi, spear
and such other weapons as do not require licence. The historical stories
told in the 'shakhas' are such as to
~nstil :communal hatred in the people. Stories in which Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and other communities fought shoulder to shoulder
in order to win independence during
1857-1947 are ignored. Their slogan
is, "Where there is a Muslim, there
is...a Pakistan." In these shakhas
children from a very tend~r age are
taught to look upon what Guru
Golwalkar says as gospel truth.
Once in a month members of various branches are brought together in
rallies. Once in a year, the Swayamsewaks carrying lathis and other weapons move round the town. (Not in
villages, because there are no big
businessmen there). Training is given
to members for working as officials in
the organisation during summer vacation.
Members are divided into "pathikas" according to age.
"Shishu
Pathika" is for boys between 6 and
1 (1 yeats of age, "Bal Pathika" ~or
JANUARY 18, 1969

those between 1 0 and 16, "Kishore
Pathika" for 16-20, and those above
20 are admitted inte;>"Purush Pathika".
In the 'shakhas' there is a "Mukhya
Shikshak" who is under a "Karyavah"
and a "Sangh Chalak". Their· uniform is khaki half-pants, white shirts
and black caps. In the 'shakha' they
first salute the "Bhagwa Dhwaj" and
then the "Mukhya Shikshak". They
go there with a stick in hand ..
The Sangh 'shakhas' are attended not
only by immature young men, but also
by a number of lawyers, government
servants and traders.
.There are three wings of the RSS.
Among the students there is Vidyarthi
Parishad. Through this organisation
it prepares volunteers and workers for
'the Jana Sangh. In the political field
there is !h~ Jana Sangh. Among the
workers the RSS organisation is the
Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh or Hind
Mazdoor Parishad.
Hitler and the Nazi party maintained that elimination of Jews was necessary for the survival of the German
race. The same fascist !propaganda
technique is adopted by the RSS. If
an accused in a murder case is a
Muslim, the whole community is described as murderoys. In Ranchi the
police recently rounded up four goon:
das. They were Muslims. A former
Jana Sangh MLA immediately started a rumour that the Muslim community was collecting arms and ammunition and all the Muslims were
supporters of these goondas.
The conception of the RSS from the
very beginning was pro-British and
anti-Muslim. The history of the freedom movement shows that through
communal riots the RSS stabbed the
natiop.al movement in the back.
According. to the RSS there are
three enemies of India-non-Hindus,
Communists, and those who talk of
democratic socialism. The "Guru"
is anti-socialist and anti-democratic
because these things have failed to
make the ipeople patriotic.
In his
opinion, equality is possible only. on
the level of the spirit and no other
level. He is very angry with freedom
of spe_ech, while using it fully himself.

Talks With Peking?
D. G.

SATARKAR

IT has become

almost a ritual for
our leaders to voice a desire for
talks with China-at regular intervals. So
Mrs Gandhi has done it again. She
has said in very categorical terms that
India is readY for talks with China.
In late 1967 Mr Chagla had also voiced similar sentiments. We have had
our usual quota of newspaper comments on such "peace-feelers". It
would seem that there is a method in
all this periodic expressions of a readiness to talk with the - Chinese. Mr
Chagla had earlier, on his South-East
Asian tour, described China as a
"menace". Later he seemed to have
changed his mind. It may not be a bad
idea to talk with the "menace" after
all. He again changed his mind and
we got the standard explanation that
'the newspapers 'had misquoted him.
Mr Chagla, indeed, was a difficult
man to understand. Now we have
another variety of the same exercise.
Mr Morarji Desai has declared that
the Chinese would some day be thrown
out from the area they have occupied
(or words to that effect). On the
other h~d we now have the Prime
Minister telling us that she for one is
ready to talk with China ; the implication being that but for the intransigence
of China the talk would have by now
begun. Mr Sundaraiyya, the Secretary
General of the CPM, also clapped the
Prime Minister's announcement and
said his party had been advocating
'Precisely the same policy line. What
is this policy line? What is this offer
to whicn China is supposed to respond
favourably ?The policy seems crystal clear. One
has to make brave noises in Washington. Leave this job to the "reactionaries" in the Cabinet. This, incidentally, consoles those "progressives"
who think that not everybody in the
Congress is bad after all. When you
have a visitor with a million-pound
note in his pocket, throw a red-carpet
welcome to him. Let him meet the
provincial leaders and the business
lords. If students in Calcutta make
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an unpleasant scene at the Dum take them if our China problem were
Dum Airport, attribute that to the to be solved tomorrow?
Almost by
worldwide student
trouble.
The definition the China problem cannot'
French, the German, the British, the be that simple. At any rate it must
American, the Pakistani (and after all not be a110wedto look that simple.
that's the world we know) student is
~
protesting; so is the student in Cal- Nuclear ObceS$ion
It is possible to retort, of course,
cutta. So nothing to worr~; no embarrassment while begging. Do that and that why should China allow our 'dethen declare that you are ready for pendence' on the super-Powers to
If she settled her 'tlispute
talks with China. The socialists will continue?
applaud the decision.
The news- with us, this will give us some manOeupapers will be gloomily optimistic. vrability vis-a-vis super-Powers, or
China, of course, being an intransi- so the argument runs. Our dependence
gent country, will refuse to talk t<.> on the West has grown !primarily bethose who are more in need of dollars cause of the 1962 conflict and so on.
and roubles than border settlements. So it is China which is responsible
The result will be that the gullible for our d~pendence-. This looks an
public will once again be codvinced of impressive argument indeed, but does
the abominable arrogance of the Chi- not look very valid after a closer exnese and all will be well 'again. The amination. It misses the crux 9f the
defence expenditure will not have to problem for it puts the cart before the
be reduced. Everybody concerned can horse. Throughout the late fifties and
heave a sigh of relief that the much early sixties we became the most vocal
talked about 'self-reliance' does not champions of the !present world order
and peaceful co-existence, little realisthreaten to be imminent.
ing that this ideal of peaceful co-existThis leads us to the essential condi- ence really works against the interests
tion of an understanding with China. of the underdeveloped world. At the
It is that China will not talk with us Belgrade conference, for example, the
while we choose to remain or rather things which worried us most were
beg to•.remain under the protective not the liberation of one third of
custody of the super-Powers. This is Africa or the end of racial regimes or
not because the Chinese have a special the economic inequalities between the
sancti'fied theory about foreign aid; rich and the poor of the world; but
but simply beca\lse they can talk rather the possibility of a nuclear
about our future with our benefactors holocaust, the fear that the superdirectly if they want to. It is idle to Powers 'may not see the sense and
believe that we have enough elbow- move towards an. inevitable clash.
room in our relations with China and Rightly or wrongly thl.\lseare not and
that we can thrash out our problems have not been the major issues for
with Peking without :m eyebrow raised the Chinese. They seem to suspect
either in Moscow or in· Washington. that the fear of a nuclear hulocaust
Tashkent was all right because the is la.rgely a contrived one'. It is a depeace there was at their initiative. vice to'distract attention from the more
Have we ever asked ourselves whether compelling problem of the two superour patrons would like our making Powers riding roughshod over the
peace with China? More important, heads of~e other less fortunate peodoes it not help •.them that we should ples. The plain truth is that the day
continue to be at loggerheads with we accepted or even welcomed the
China?
If we make peace with understanding between the supereverybody, where will they sell their Powers we endorsed _something which,
obsolete arms? Has not everybody given the present intern'Rtional situabeen telling us that our China prob- tion, wouW inevitably go against the
lem is related to the China problem interests of the developing countries.
of South-East Asia?
That being
so, we have to take "initiatives" in
Then there were internal factors at
South-East Asia. And how can we work to ensure Qur perpetual depen12

dence on the West. The philosophy
of more aid to end all aid, the PL180
wheat, the Western expertise we are
supposed to need, the kudos we want
to earn from the West as "the largest
functioning democracy", all this has
tied us with the USA. We are, as a
consequence, in a tragic situation now
-it is we who need th,e USA, and
not, the other way round. The unavoidable consequence of this is the
political price that has to be paid.
The price is the surrender of the right
of decision-making. The centres of·
decision-making have moved out of
this country, primarily because of our
own making. The West reigns supreme because we want it to, not because China has forced us.
If this were not so, it is .not altogether easy to explain the vili'fication
campaign against China in our Press.
It is no use denying that we have let
our quarrel with China to be a part
of the cold war between China and the
two super--Powers. We are worried,
why one does not know, about Britain's plans to withdraw from this part
of the world by 1971. For some reason we, more than the Chinese themselves, seem to have accepted that the
thought of Mao Tse-tung is responsible for all the trouble of the Asian
States. Every other month a hundred odd Nagas seem to cross into
China. . (At this rate, within a year
or two practically every Naga would
have visited Peking I) for training
in guerilla warfare.
In other words we seem to be convinced that China, an expansionist
country, is determined to carry on subversive activities in India, wherever
possible. Somebody writes a slogan
on a Bombay building wishing long
life to· Mao and that becomes a headline. An attack on a police station,
at least five thousand miles away from
Peking, makes us see· nightmares of
guerilla warfare. We ~ay that we
want Ito talk with China) against
this background. There is a difference
between a move and a gimmick. Our
pretence of sincerity is not good
eOQugh to blur the distinction in.
Chinese eyes.

The Press

Motivations
/

COMMENTATOR

THE
Shahan shah of Iran himself
may have been surprised by the
welcome he has received in India.
This was not his first visit to this
country; he was here before with
Queen Soraya. The drill was gone
through on that occasion also, but
there was no conscious effort then to
mark out the royal visit from those by
heads of governments from other
countries. Nothing has happened to
Indo-Iranian relations since then to
make anyone here go wild over the
visit of the Shahanshah and his new
Queen. But that is exactly what the
newspapers did. It seems some journalists were taken to, Iran on the eve
of the Shahanshah's visit to this country, and their dispatches coincided
•with the royal arrival. For days the
newspapers were full of the white revolution which the royal regime i~
supposed to have brought about in
Iran with occasional reminders of our
own "green revolution" so that our
patriotic sentiments may not be hurt.
The visit itself held the front-page for
days, and every bit of what the
Shahanshah said and did was reported. Special interviews with the Shahbanou on topics supposed to interest
women were published with appropriate pictures, and Agra University
held a special convocation to confer
a doctorate degree on her. At the
Shahanshah's
Press conference in
New Delhi reporters brought up the
Kashmir question as if his views could
alter the situation. The ip.evitable
question whether he would like to
mediate in the dispute was put and
dismissed with what qy.l now has become the stock yiP
reply. This
~tudied boost ca~!, be a silly-season
-phenomenon l" a throw-back to our
own feud I past. There are weightier
reasons· for the sudden warmth in our
a f~e
towards the Shahanshah. The
mericans have pulled out of the fertiliser !project of the Tatas, and the
latest move is to have the project in
JANUARY 18, 1969

collaboration with Iran. Whether the
Tatas get it or not-a
matter which
will be decided by the Prime Minister
herself-India
is interested in the
c0llaboration proposal. The Shahanshah must have seen through this.
Whether the deal comes off is a different matter, but we have not enhanced
ourselves in the eyes of Iran. That
is, of course, of no consequence to the
Government, which seems determined
to play the cheer-leader as often as
necessary to wheedle visiting dignitaries into conceding what it wants.
Between the Sha~anshah'S visit and
the Prime Minister's visit to London
to attend the Commonwealth Prime
Ministers conference came the Gov-·
ernment's decision to reinstate all
Central Government employees whose
"offence" did not go beyond !participation in the strike of Septembe-r 19.
Most papers have taken this as illustrative of the Government's generosity
and used the occasion to lecture the
employees. The Hindustan Times says
that a besetting feature ~f labour relations in this country has been the
presence in and influence exercised
(')Vel'trade unions by outside leaders
whose true interests are often at. variance with the unions. The difference
in approach between political union
leaders and rank-and.Jfile union leaders
was apparent during the negotiations
that preceded the strike of the Central
Government employees. Legislation
may, therefore, well be necessary to
exclude such meddlesome outside influence, ,though the problem needs to
be viewed in the larger) context of
trade unionism as a whole, Another
asp-ect of such outside influence seeking to assert itself in trade union questions is provided by the Kerala Govermp..ent's recent decision to withdraw
prosecutions against all Central Government employees posted in the State,
no matter how culpable their involvement in the strike. For obvious reasons, the question of discipline among
Central Government el11lployees cannot be made to depend on the geographical accident of an employee's posting. Constitutional 'fights apart, cQnsiderations of justice require that the
Centre should be able to apply the
I

law in a uniform and even-handed
manner to all its employees.
Warning against the dangerously
easy conclusion that the Government
of India began WitJltough postures and
lfinally succumbed to pressure, The
Statesman. says it has undoubtedly
done a bit of <both. Yet Mr Chavan's
difficulties deserve, wider appreciation.
He could hardly have condoned the
strike, as the United Front Government once did in West Bengal with
"considerable irresponsibility".
The
various threats held out almost certainly reduced the proportions of the
strike. The adions taken since may
well deter any repetition of September
19 which was <a· dejplorable display
of a lack of sense of duty on the part
of the Central Government employees,
even if some of the harshness of the
earlier action is now softened by the
recent concessions. Once the strike
was a fact however, Authority could
hardly ignore the human aspects of
the punishment meted out or threatened. Some hardsIiip could perhaps
have been averted if the Home Minis~ry had been prompter with its new
leniency; but those who absented
themselves on' September 19 in full
.knowledge of what awaited them hardly have a right to complain. Beneficiaries of the latest concessions should
see in these not the weakness of their
employer but mainly the spirit of tole. rance which still mercifully informs
New Delhi in most matters. It is perhaps late in the day to tell Government
servants that if they want to be paid
better there must be fewer of them,
doing a little more work apiece.
Hindusthan Standard presumes that
the Government's move is aimed at
easing tension at the Secretariat and
normalising its relations with its employees. The number of those whose
services have been terminated or who
are under suspension is not insignificant.
The latest "act of grace" will
benefit a fairly large number, and save
a handful against whom charges of
intimidation or violence are pendng,
others will now be able to rejoin duty.
The point has to be stressed that no
administration'
can function
with
smoothness and efficiency if it is not
at peace with the employees. Even •
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Sagan Ke Vaghan ?

normal conditions in the establishments
affected by the token strike and its
aftermath. This cannot be achieved
By OUR DRAMA CRITIC
by leniency in instalments. The authorities should decide to trust their employees and .deal with them on a fair
WRITTEN
in Gujarati by Adi
and reasonable basis. The very lfirst
Marzban, Sagan ke Vaghan is
requirement then is reinstatement of a biography of an average middleall those who are not involved in seri- class Parsee couple who court, marry,
ous cases of violence; and the second have children and having fulfilled their
is the restoration of recognition to all earthly roles dump themselves on the
the representative unions.
Without sands of time waiting for the hourtaking these two essential· steps the glass to_fun out.
Government cannot hope to revive
The play is a free and frank transconfidence among its employees.
lation of life portraying the tragedies
Commenting on an allied subject and comedies, its successes and its
The Indian Express has asked the foibles. Since life is like an hourGovernment to apply its mind to the glass it can be described in two ways:
findings of a research study on the either half full or half empty. Adi
attitudes and motivations of civil ser- Marzban takes the view that average
vants employed in government agen- ,people can only let "biology do it
Different View
A different view has been taken by cies handling development programmes work." But then Marzban is well
Patriot which says that the latest deci- in agriculture and industry. The paper within his •ri@ts to give us a
sion to allow all those employees who says that Jawaharlal Nehru used' to narrative and no commentary, state a
~nerely participated in the token strike refer to the new role of the civil ser- fact rather than pose a problem-alto rejoin duty would have been satis- vice in the task of national construc- though the title of th,e play translated
factory if simultaneously a break in tion on every possible occasion. At means "Good luck or bad ?"
To develop his characters in the
service had not been ordered and a the same time, he appeared to have a
period of three years had not been great deal of regard and respect for !play the author draws upon as wide a
fixed for the authorities to give the the old "steel frame". This double- range of individual experiences as is
thiGk-nG--dQubt~plains- why"no-radicaL...129ssible and in doing so_w~s able to _
employees coneeroed~a--elean--chit.Once it is decided that those whose changes were made in the structure of touch, in lighter moments, different
offence was mere participation in Indian bureaucracy in the Nehru people differently in the audience.
the token strike and staying away years. A change of name was consi- This perhaps explains why there were
When the politicians more isolated chuckles and gig~les
from office would be condoned, there deredsufficient.
in
power
complain
about the inade- than general outbursts of laughter.
is no reason why they should not have
quacy
of
the
civil
service
in the conWhat stood out in the dialogue was
been reinstated with continuity of sertext
of
today's
needs,
they
are
in
fact
the
clever use of innuendo and pun.
vice since in any case they have suffcondemning
themselves.
Th~
rigid
It
gave
serious moments a lightheartered punishment by way of loss of
wages. According to ~pokesmen of caste structure of India_!! bureaucracy edness .and lighter moments a seriousthe unions concerned, the conditions and the status symbols devised during ness which is one of the characteristics
prescribed for such reinstatement British rule remain u.nchan~ed. This of reality. One of the most tragic
imply that only about a sixth of the has affected the baSIC attItudes and scenes-the still birth of the first child
12,000 -employees affected will be motivations of our civil servants at -is laced with humour while the
taken back with a break in service; e~ery level of ad:mi?istrat~on. In the.se changing of the 'mother's porir-ait'-_
eXipe~t which h-angs on the wall is lined with
the cases of the :vast majority remain. CIrcumstances, It IS futil~to
change m the baSIC c •
.
•
The cases involving violence are neg- anyt' remarkable
t'
f th
k"
h
uenousness more than It warrants. But
o.se war mg m t e then such is" life and thus IHomo
ligible, and in many even of these mo Iva IOns. a
" .
.
police 2rovocation will no doubt be development programmes. The com-.
bination
of
increased
responsibility
sapI~ns
behave!
~
found to be at the bottom of the
and diminished power can only have
T e pl~y dw~lls,far- t~o long on the
trouble. But these are not the only
an
adverse
effect
on
the
efficiency
and
ear!y.
penods m th~" ~fe of . the two
ones excluded from the latest decision
effectiveness of our civil servants. If-- malll--characters-which fit: ~sItates alof the Government; employees SUpP0Sed to have "instigated" their collea- they are to meet the challenges of most a rushing through to~r s the
gues to join the strike and those who development, the politicians in power end. There could be two reasons or
flouted prohibitory orders will also not must create the necessary conditions thi~: First, from the point of view of--.-..,.,
be taken in. The Government's aim and climate for dedicated and efficient actmg; to save the cast from performing too strenuously a part, and second,
should be the speedy restoration of werk.

when the latter go wrong things cannot
necessarily be set right by striking up
a vindictive posture.
At the same
time, indiscipline among the employees
has to be checked in the interest of
public well-being, if not for anything
else. A Government cannot deliver
the goods if its employees be not
amenable to diseipline. New Delhi's,
aim seems to be to avoid extremes and
be as soft towards its striking employees as is consistent with the needs of
stability and order. The employees'
initial reaction to the new proposals
has, on the whole, been favourable,
and their relations with their employer, one hopes, will henceforth be
marked b"y cordiality and understanding.

r
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which is more plausible, the author's room apartment. The 'delineation of and the reactions of her !protagonist
sneaking fear of old age.
the walls is cleverly provided by a assured the cognoscenti that a treat
One of the highlights the audience wooden framework from which hang was in store. When during the conmust have missed was the prepara90n
the doors-there
are three-one
win- versation she sat on the bed, and gave
of the daughter's marriage, its hurly dow and some pictures, one of _them it a testing prod she gave Iproof of
burly, its excitement, its importance of the 'mother' referred to earlier. It the finished standard of acting, intelliand its sign~ficance. There is nothing is 'fair to mention that Parvez Mehta - gent -direction--and excellent ideas of
quite so comic when it lasts and noth- never once forgot to NY honage to production.
ing quite so tragic when ,it ends. A her on. entering the room. One could
The play bristles with deft, touches
daughter's going away is almost fore-. read a symbolism into the transparency of acting and direction. If Bomi Datitaste of death and the only thing that con)..bined with the peeping Tom next wala's drunken scene was good, his
makes this separation bearable is the door and the ever. present landlord wife's 'pregnancy' was better. In fact
expectation-----onethat touches the very (who walks around with binlOculars these two pieces were virtuoso perforcore of human nature-of
grand- himself). One is almost convinced mances. The introduction of humour
children or the perpetuation' of the that the lives of ordinary people read when Dolly is about to leave for the
species. •
like an open book. One of the scenes hospital is poignant indeed for it ser- Chorus
which should have been most touch- ves only to heighten the agony which
The performance begins before the' ing ended in wild hilarity when the she is suffering. The acting here was
curtain rises. An invisible 'chorus' landlord sUl1prisesthe young couple at truly the highest point of the drama.
explains what the play is about in a a' moment of connubial intimacy and
The 'music in between scenes needed
lazy tired voice (I must admit that after just a moment of erubarrass!llent . knowing for the audience to catch its
not knowing the language is a dis- exhorts them to "carryon".
telling aptness. But one wonders how
-advantage and that this criticism could
However, the play commences with many can possibly be familiar with
well be irrelevant. My devotion is the bride's parents' fixing up a room modern jazz among Indian~ audiences.
my plea). When the curtain rises the - for their son-in-law-to-be. Hilla Nor- Even th<?sewho know something about
stage sets and decor at once demons- -man as the -mother took the stage by if cQ!Ild not have relished it in bettrate that we are about to witness an storm and swept all before her, mean- ween scenes that were rather Indianintelligent and well-thought-out pro- ing her husband and the landlord. Westernised perhaps but' Indian neduction. The stage depicts a one- Her flow of. rhetoric, her positioning vertheless.
-
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through ,the film like a nymph in
trance could Ifill'the vacuum. .
Kakhono Megh (directed by Agrodoot) has the ~ngredients of an aveMRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY
BY AN ART CRITIC
rage intelligent commercial and had
HE usual banalities in Hindi it been a bit more-effective' technically,
group exhibition has been orga.films can at times be excused for we could have had the 'first successful
nised by the Birla Academy, in their instant entertainment values, not comedy-thriller in Bengali film. The
its fifth floor gallery, to mark the always clean perhaps, but somehow boy-meets-gir~ theme has qeen handled
Academy's Second Anniversary.
a sort of patched-up escape from the quite credibly and there is a touch of
daily boredom. But these days the sophistication in t~e dialogue. But
The exhibition includes forty-five Bombay filmwallahs are no longer th~t the. total effect IS not ~o o~erw~elpaintings and fifteen .sculptures, by content .with dishina out entertainment mmg may be due to. defective v1suahsathirty-one painters and nine scuLptors. for its -own sake .. "'So comes nauseat- . tion. Obviously influenced 15yStanley
The sponsors have tried to include as ing stuff like Raat Aur Din (directed Donen's '~hara~e, this 'film lacks the
many of the leading lights ana up by Satyen Bose) in which the conven- lu~t:e, WIt, th~l11and the pac~ of the
and coming 'figures of, the local art tional formula is -laced with psycholo- ongmal.. The iphotography IS poor,
world as possible. Most of the pain- gical overtones, a curious mix-up of and. st~dlO-made Calcut~a an~ ~he
ters, for instance, are represented. by Freud and vaudeville with the resultant DafJeehng backdrops (wIth the nntaa painting each, lpresumably of their loss of the best in both. A gentle ting j~gglery of diffusers ~nd the fog-own choice.
housewife turns into a twist-erazy machme)
are totally lifel~ss. O.fdipsomaniac in her sleepwalking fits. course, when we come to thmk of It,
The point that one is wishing to The malady is rooted in her unhappy why should w~ feel cheated?
After
make is that such a highly distilled .childhood under a possessive mother all, Agrado~t IS. not Donen, .Uttamexhibition raises high hopes. 9ne is and the solution is found. inevitably ~umar, despIte hIS coy, de~onalr look,
happy to say that these hopes largely on the analysts' couch. The camer~- IS.not. Cary Grant and AnJana IBh~Wsurvive albeit with a minor dent or man's efforts have been wasted m m1ck IS a far cry from the elfin,-like
two. It can be safely said that those rubbing the p~tina of time off Nargis's grace of Audrey Hepburn.
who wish to visit the exhibition will
face and the editor's job in this film
. 'find it worth their while.
To'this reviewer, however, who has seems only the clipping of the c1aip- Letters
to make dutiful rounds of the art stick and joining the first rush print
exhibitions, Ipartly under duress, the witQout infusing any kind of pattern
group show seemed rather like are::: or rhythm. While Nargis is more or
peat performance. And a repeat per- less convincing in her role of an alcoThe successful running of a Benformance, unless specially asked for, holic (her good woman bit is rather gali lfilm, Apanjan, all over the State
Chattocould turn out to be a bit 'of a bore. a pale show), Harindranath
has adcted, it may be presumed, a new
ipadhyay
as
the
psychiatrist
surprisingly
A sizable numtJer of exhibits in the
dimension to' the Ben~ali movie-the
show are by artists who held their looks and behaves like Stan Laurel in commercialisation of politics. The
group exhibition about two weeks a mental asylum and Pradip Kumar aesthetic appeal of the film~or its di,ago. Although some of them may draws a blank both as a caressing lover rectorial value does' not deserve any
have made an effOFt to exhibit diff- and as an Irate husband.
mention, unless one is inclined to' disBaharon ,Ki Marizil' (directed by
erent types of paintings in this show,
cuss pathology. But what is signifithe impression, is inescapable that one Hussain Rizvi) keeps up this' preten- cant is that the lfilm has been well,
has seen them all already only recent- sion to seriousness by churning out a' accepted by some people who, having
ly. In th!'l case of the other artists, conventional crime-thriller in the garb no ide~ of students, !politicians and
the exhibits chosen for this show are of a complex memory iPlay. But the ,goondas,
nsider it authentic. Stuuncomfortably identical to those they suspense is too thin to grip the audi- dent unrest,' ccording to the film, is
exhibited at -the Academy's annual ence. The raison d'etre of the crime due to fpisth.· ons in love through
show.
'
is beyond any intelligent comprehen- misunderstanding f pure motives and
However, enough of this carping sion, the solution too !predictable continuous postpon, ent of university
which, after all, is not unbpen to and the climactic retribution (in which examinations.
The 1" ,'ticians emobjection. The reviewer found most .the villain's car goes in flames down ploy goondas to catch vote" and thus
of the ;paintings of high technkal 'and the cliff) just inane. The film with its catch votes. There is nothing ~ cial
artistic -order and some smalle~ pain- competent colour photograiphy and about goondas except the fact t1. t
tings, sketches and etchings particularplu~h sets is nice to look at,' but nei- students are goondas. Thus says the
ly fetching.
on
ther this superficial technical gloss nor director who is congratulated
The exhibition will remain open till
choosing
~
bold
contemporary
theme.
a.n . a~eless Meenalcumari ~liding_
January 20.
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FRONTIER
crushing defeat as final. With a false. sense of pride and national honour
buttressed by the extravagant Russian
military aid, they are preparing to
BECHARAM GUiN
/
.
Calcutta aven.se their defeat.
The ]anuary- 25 ~ssue of
If there was any hope of political
upheavals in Egypt and Syria after
the
Israeli victory in June 1967, it has'
P •. Teachers
not
been altogether belied. There has
i
already
been some upheavel within the
Mr Shukla's appreciation of the
'(U.P~) teachers' agitation, (De~ember ruling Syrian Baath Party and the
President Nasser also
28) suffers from a contradiction. The Government.
will be a so ecial .number
degree college teachers' declare that has not been totally free from trouble.
theirs is "purely an educational prQb- He has had to remove a number of
lem" and Mr Shukla would rightly his close associates and high-ranking
It will contain,
besides the re- consider such. declaration as 1TI;ereIy'leaders within the Arab Socialist
,
sugarcoating "the' bitter pill of defi- Union::""""theonly ruling party in Egypt.
gular features', a number of special ance." But ,only a few lines ahead I His resignation immediately after the
fiild him saying: "the teachers have inglorious Arab defeat in June 1967 articles
to be wary., No political party should and his triumphant return in a wave
be permitted to divide their Joyaltie's of public acclaim, were to some political . observers ,a political master
and disrupt their unity."
stroke. Whether" after all these any
As
no
sensible
person
(and
teachers
including
are expeCted to be sensible) can nou- moderation has influenced Arab polirish the slightest illusion about the cies or not is open to question.
The increasing milit~ncy of the terOptions before America
educational policy of the present
government, there cannot be any- rorist Arab (mainly Palestinian) comthing but a united leftist. (i.e. progres- mandos like the Fedayeen is a disby Marclyreenberg
sive) movement to combat it. Unity turbing reality in the Middle East
must be there and that too leftist situation. The commandos by their
militant activities have not been able
J.'
A'd1: Ill"uSlOn anea
d R l'Ity unity
F'on.:lgn
.M·Y warm h eart b eats for th e ,UP..
to make up for the Arab defeat but
b N K Ch d
teachers. Let there be left politics in have done enough to sabotage any
peace effort. Unless the Arab governy
. .
an ra
their movement.
ments can seize the political and mili. AMRITAVA BANNER]I
Calcutta tary initiative - fr-em these terrorist .organisations (who have a great deal
State Capitalism
in India
of popular support behind them), and
Arm~ A:p.d Arabs
negotiate a durable peace settlement
by Paresh Chattopadhyay
Your analysis of t~e Middle East with Israel, the chances of a major
situation in "Arms and Arabs" (Janu- confrontation with wider jnplications
, The 12ragon and the Sacred_Cow ary 11) seems a bit queer. You.say than. that of June 1967, remain.
While Russian aid and support to tl1~e--~
that Israel believed it "wouTcfoeabIe
to impose its own peace on the licked Arabs is meant to strengthen their
By S. Dutta
Arabs and there were expectations of hands, the former may be getting in':
"upheavals in at least Egypt and Syria' to a a ward position if the USA does
The
Struggle
for th/e Muslim where regimes responsive to compro- indeed Pi n to counteract to their exmise would be installed." If Israel cessive rpres t;ce in the Middle East
mind
Any peace
did iIideed believe that it would be and the 11ed,~rranean.
e .guarranteed by the
able to dictate its own peace terms, settlement mus
the USSR,
by Iqtidar Alam Khan
then it was making. a dangerous mis- four Powers; th USA,
'"
take. But, f~e
statements of the UK and France, beca~ their interests
he Middle
Israeli leaders it is clear ' that Israel are too deeply involved
East
and
hence
"the
desper
cive
had Db such'illusion, but instead wantPrice 60 Paise
ed'to force the Arabs to face the rea- for a four-Power settlement" is J ti-'
~
lity of its existence and gain diploma- fled.
GAUTAM SEN
tic acceptance from them. But the
Calcutta
Arabs have refused to accept their
Students in, this country. are indeed
generous by allowing the movie-maker
fatten his purse at their expense.
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"Can you guess
what the vitamins
in Amul are for ?~'
baby asked.
)

It

Yes," chorused

the little animals:

Niacinamida
is for a

healthy skin.

;A.mut

MILK FOOD
contains the 7 vitamins your baby needs
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For the foot

low Cut 15.95

in action
B.ata Sport Shoes are engineered for the
foot in action. Shoes that move with
the fqot not agail\st it. Look what you get for
~omfort and support:

Cushion arch and

insole absorb jolts and jars. 'Breathing'
duck uppers reinforced at points
of wear. Heavy bumper toe guard.
Slip-resistant sole and heel.
Indeed, a tough combination to beat.
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Tournament 10.95

"

Olympic 10,95
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